
MANNCHESTER 17 MCC Ltd  JOINT LOCAL CLUBS CHARITY DEAD EASY TRIAL. HEATON 
HOUSE FARM, RUSHTON SPENCER. BANK HOLIDAY MONDAY.25TH AUGUST 2014. 
 
REPORT :  Roger Townsend 
 
 
August Bank Holiday Monday saw the running of the annual Charity Trial at Heaton House Farm, Rushton 
Spencer, between Leek and Macclesfield. 
A number of clubs are associated with this event, Manchester 17 MCC, Macclesfield, Staffs Moorland, 
Winsford, Congleton, and North Derbyshire Youth. 
The trial runs in conjunction with the local Country Fayre with all profits from the trial benefiting the local 
community and charities. This helps to promote the image of motorcycling in general and trials in particular, 
in an area where many trials are held. 
The format of the trial was one of Manchester 17’s Dead Easy events and attracted an entry of 47 riders. 
This was somewhat down on previous years with no doubt many intending riders put off by the bleak 
weather forecast, particularly the Easy route, which attracted only eleven entrants. Fearing a hard trial, they 
no doubt stayed at home. 
The trial was set out on the opposite side of the road from the Fayre, which does give scope for a bit more 
variety of section. Section one proved tricky for both routes, a series of very tight turns around trees, 
observed by Hilda and Rupert Ellison. You had to be on your game for this one. 
Section two was a hill climb and troubled the Easy route more than the Hard route competitors. 
The weather turned out better than anticipated and although there was light rain most of the day, it was never 
miserable. 
On the Hard Route, two youngsters, Scott Hipwell and Tom Shepherd had faultless rides , both going clean. 
It is great to see the progress these two are making. Another youngster who deserves a mention is Harry 
Bowyer who only lost one mark, along with Harry Lyons.. 
No clean rides his time round on the Easy route, the best being Matthew Hopkins with a loss of seven, 
closely followed by David Hughes on eight. 
Than you to the riders for supporting this worth while event, to the Observers for manning the sections, and 
to all those who helped run the trial. And to Mr Heath for the use of the land. 
See TMX for details of next Dead Easy on September 13th. 
 
RESULTS 
 
HARD ROUTE 
 
Scott Hipwell (Beta), Tom Shepperd ( Beta) both clean, Bryan Cook (Gas Gas) , Andy Abraham ( Beta), 
Harry Bowyer ( Beta) Mark Timberlake ( Montesa), Graham White ( Montesa), Harry Lyons ( Beta) all one 
mark lost 
 
EASY ROUTE 
 
Matthew Hopkins (Yamaha) 7, David Hughes ( Beta) 8, Simon Smith (Gas Gas) 15, Michael Jones 
(Yamaha) 18, Hannah Abraham (Beta) 24, Bernard Timberlake ( Beta) 45 
  
 
 


